Let P = n 1 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ n t 1 be the poset given by the ordinal sum of the antichains n i 1 with n i elements. We derive MacWilliams-type identities for the fragment and sphere enumerators, relating enumerators for the dual C ⊥ of the linear code C on P and those for C on the dual posetP. The linear changes of variables appearing in the identities are explicit. So we obtain, for example, the P-weight distribution of C ⊥ as thě P-weight distribution times an invertible matrix which is a generalization of the Krawtchouk matrix.
Introduction
In [1] , Brualdi et al. introduced the notion of poset-weights and poset-codes (codes on a poset) in connection with their attempt at generalizing Niederreiter's problem in [11] . The Rosenbloom-Tsfasman weight (metric), introduced in [12] , is a good example of poset-weights which corresponds to the poset P 1 consisting of a finite disjoint union of chains of equal lengths.
Let (F q n×s , ρ) denote the space F q n×s of all n × s matrices over F q equipped with Rosenbloom-Tsfasman weight ρ. Dougherty and Skriganov [2] derived MacWilliams-type identities of the so-called T -and H -enumerators for mutually dual linear codes in (F q n×s , ρ). Here the dual is with respect to the unusual inner product A, B = tr A J t B(A, B ∈ F q n×s ) (not with respect to the usual one (A, B) = tr A t B), where J indicates the matrix of size s over F q with 1's on the anti-diagonal and zeros elsewhere. This requires determination of the group H n,s = T s n ψ S n (see [8] for details) of all linear automorphisms of F q n×s preserving ρ and of the orbits under the actions on F q n×s of H n,s and T s n . T -and H -enumerators are associated with fragments and unions of fragments obtained by permuting indices, which are respectively the orbits under the actions of T s n and H n,s . However, there is no MacWilliams-type identity for ρ-weight enumerators in this case, since the action of H n,s on each ρ-sphere is not transitive except for the extreme cases of n = 1 or s = 1 (cf. [2, 13] ).
Assume till the end of this section that P = n 1 1⊕· · ·⊕n t 1 is the poset given by the ordinal sum of the antichains n i 1 with n i elements (cf. (2.2) ). The present paper is concerned with deriving MacWilliams-type identities of fragment and sphere enumerators for the dual C ⊥ of the linear code C on P and C on the dual posetP. In more detail, for the fragment enumerator F(C, P|Z ) and the sphere enumerator S(C, P|Z ), we have the following MacWilliams-type identities: Here Θ andΘ are explicitly determined invertible matrices andΘ reduces to the Krawtchouk matrix for t = 1. Let G be the group of all linear automorphisms of F q n (n = n 1 + n 2 + · · · + n t ) preserving P-weight w P , and let H be the subgroup of G consisting of those elements that do not permute along each t block of coordinates (cf. (3.3) ). Then the orbits under the actions on F q n of H and G are respectively fragments and P-spheres (centered at zero), and F(C, P|Z ) and S(C, P|Z ) are linear polynomials respectively having as many variables as there are fragments and P-spheres.
Here S(C, P|Z ) is just a linearization of the P-weight enumerator (cf. (6.10)) and (1.2) for t = 1 is equivalent to the classical MacWilliams identity. So, in contrast to the Rosenbloom-Tsfasman weight, the action of G on each P-sphere is obviously transitive and that is why we do have the MacWilliams-type identity (1.2) for the linearized P-weight enumerator S(C, P|Z ).
In [2] , the role played byP in this paper is replaced by the unusual inner product <, > mentioned earlier. For example, their result (cf. [2] , Lemma 3.5) V R ⊥ = V R * (⊥ is with respect to <, >) can now be replaced by V ⊥ R,P 1 = V R * ,P 1 (⊥ is with respect to (, )), if we denote V R there by V R,P 1 . We believe that, for the present problem and other similar ones, it is more appropriate to enter P andP in the formulation of MacWilliams-type identities for linear poset-codes. Indeed, it is not hard to check that their T -and H -enumerators can be reformulated as identities resembling (1.1) or (1.2), with P replaced by P 1 . Other than that, we are indebted to them for many ideas (see also [10] ). [3, 4] , and [6] are some other previous results about MacWilliams-type identities for poset-codes.
In Section 2, we give some definitions, fix notations and recall some necessary facts. In Section 3, we determine the automorphism group G and the orbits under the actions on F q n of G and H , namely the fragments F P (r ( j) ) and P-spheres S P (r ), respectively. In Section 4, the fragment enumerator F(C, P|Z ) for a linear code C on P is introduced as a linear polynomial which encodes the number of elements of C in each fragment. Then we derive the MacWilliamstype identity in (1.1) by exploiting the discrete Poisson summation formula, Möbius inversion formula and introducing a suitable linear change of variables. Here the linear change of variables is only implicit, other than we note that the linear change matrix is nonsingular. In Section 5, we solve the relevant linear equations again by Möbius inversion formula and determine explicitly the entries of Θ = (θ q (i) ,r ( j) ) in the linear change of variables Z = Θ Z . In Section 6, using results from Sections 4 and 5, and "collecting terms" with the same support size |Supp(r ( j) )| of the coefficients f P,r ( j) (C) = |F P (r ( j) ) ∩ C| of F(C, P|Z ) and the entries θ q (i) ,r ( j) of Θ, for each j, we obtain the MacWilliams-type identity in (1.2) for the sphere enumerator. The sphere enumerator S(C, P|Z ) is a linear polynomial which encodes the number of elements of C in each P-sphere, i.e., that of C with equal P-weight. As we mentioned earlier, (1.2) is a MacWilliams-type identity for the (linearized) P-weight enumerator S(C, P|Z ), which gives an expression of each S P,r ( j) (C ⊥ ) as a linear combination of {SP ,q (i) (C)}. Here S P,r ( j) (C ⊥ ) =
In Section 7, we present some examples to illustrate our results. In Section 8, we derive an alternative expression for S P,r ( j) (C ⊥ ) from one simple identity (cf. (8.1)) involving nontrivial additive character. For each j ( j = 1, . . . , t), this gives an additional expression of S P,r ( j) (C ⊥ ) as a linear combination of {A
, which is the Hamming weight distribution of the code obtained from C by shortening the first n 1 +· · ·+n j−1 coordinates and then puncturing the last n j+1 + · · · + n t ones.
After this paper was completed, the authors of [7] informed us that they had obtained analogous results to ours in a completely different manner.
Preliminaries
Let F q be the finite field with q elements. Then, for u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) ∈ F q n , the support of u and the Hamming weight of u are respectively given by
Also, for a linear code C of length n over F q , the Hamming weight enumerator of C is
Let P be a poset on the underlying set
[n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} of coordinate positions of vectors in F q n . Then, for any such poset P, the P-weight w P (u) of u ∈ F q n is defined in [1] to be
where Supp(u) denotes the smallest ideal containing Supp(u) (recall that a subset I of [n] is an ideal if a ∈ I and b < a imply b ∈ I ). Then one shows that w P (u) ≥ 0 with equality if and only if u = 0 and w P (u + v) ≤ w P (u) + w P (v), for all u, v ∈ F q n , i.e., d P (u, v) = w P (u − v) is a metric, called a P-metric. The P-weight enumerator of a linear code C of length n on P over F q is
A linear code C of length n over F q equipped with w P is called a linear code of length n on P over F q . In particular, the space F q n equipped with w P , denoted by (F q n , w P ), is called a P-weight space. If P is an antichain, w P , W (C, P|z 0 , z 1 ), and (F n q , w P ) are respectively the Hamming weight w, Hamming weight enumerator W (C|z 0 , z 1 ) in the above and the Hamming space (F n q , w). By a linear automorphism of F q n preserving w P we mean a nonsingular linear map τ : F q n −→ F q n satisfying w P (τ u) = w P (u), for all u ∈ F q n . Such a linear automorphism may be simply called an automorphism of (F q n , w P ). The group of all such automorphisms will be denoted by Aut(F q n , w P ). Let n 1 , . . . , n t be positive integers with n = n 1 + n 2 + · · · + n t . Then, for the rest of this paper, P = n 1 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ n t 1 will denote the weak order given by the ordinal sum of the antichains n i 1 with n i elements. In more detail, P = n 1 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ n t 1 is the poset whose underlying set and order relation are given by
for some i, j with i < j.
In accordance with the poset structure of P, we write
so that u i is the ith block of coordinates of u. Observe that, if, for u = (u 1 , . . . , u t ) ∈ F q n , s is the largest integer with u s = 0, then
Also, for u = (u 1 , . . . u t ), v = (v 1 , . . . , v t ) ∈ F q n the usual inner product of u and v is given by
Fix a nontrivial additive character λ on F q . Then the Fourier transformf of the function f defined on F q n is given bŷ
For C a linear code of length n over F q and a function f on F q n , we have the discrete Poisson summation formula: 5) where the orthogonal complement C ⊥ of C is with respect to the usual inner product on F q n . Only the following special cases of Möbius inversion formula of Rota [14] will be used. Let f , g be functions on the subsets of some fixed finite set Ω . Then
Automorphism group and orbits
Let β = {e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0), e 2 = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , e n = (0, . . . , 0, 1)} be the standard basis of F q n .
Lemma 3.1. Let φ ∈ Aut(F q n , w P ). Then, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ t, and each i
where
Conversely, if φ is the linear map of F q n given by (3.1), for each 1 ≤ j ≤ t and each
Proof. By P-weight preservation, φ(e i ) must be of the form as in (3.1). So we only need to show
which is a contradiction. Conversely, if φ is the linear map of F q n given by (3.1), it is clearly nonsingular. Let u = (u 1 , . . . , u t ) ∈ F q n , with u j = (u j1 , u j2 , . . . , u jn j ), for j = 1, . . . , t. Then
Let s be the largest integer with u s = 0. Then, from (2.3),
+ (a linear combination of e 1 , . . . , e n 1 +···+n s−1 ).
As exactly m s of u s1 , . . . , u sn s are not zero, w P (φ(u)) = w P (u).
For any m × m matrix X over a field, let ρ X (resp. X ρ ) denote the matrix obtained from X by permuting the rows (resp. columns) of X according to ρ. So if X 1 , . . . , X m (resp. X 1 , . . . , X m ) are the rows (resp. columns) of X , then
. . .
].
Then we have the following lemma whose proofs are elementary.
Lemma 3.2. Let X, Y be m × m matrices over a field, and let ρ, µ ∈ S m . Then, with 1 = 1 m , we have the following.
(1) ρ 1 ) ,...,(a t ,ρ t ) be the block diagonal matrix given by
and let M be the group of all such matrices so that
Also, let U be the unipotent radical of a maximal parabolic subgroup of G L(n, q) given by
is an isomorphism. Here each homomorphism θ j :
where, for a = (a 1 , . . . , a n j ), a ρ = (a ρ(1) , . . . , a ρ(n j ) ).
Proof. (1) is immediate from Lemma 3.1. For (2), we only need to see that each map
we only need to check it is a homomorphism and this follows from Lemma 3.2 (d).
Let H be the subgroup of G = Aut(F q n , w P ) given by
This is the subgroup of G consisting of those elements that do not permute along diagonal blocks.
. . , r n j ( j) ) ∈ {0, 1} n j , the fragment F P (r ( j) ) and V P (r ( j) ) are respectively defined by
For the dual posetP = n t 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ n 1 1 of P obtained by reversing the order in P, we have:
Also, it is obvious that
Here 0 ( j) , 1 ( j) respectively denote the all-zero-vector and the all-one-vector in {0, 1} n j . The following proposition is now obvious.
Proposition 3.4. (1)
The orbits under the action of H (cf. (3.3)) on F q n are the fragments
), where j = 1 and r (1) ∈ {0, 1} n 1 , and j = 2, . . . , t and 0
(2) The orbits under the action of G = Aut(F q n , w P ) on F q n are the P-spheres S P (r )'s (centered at zero), where 0 ≤ r ≤ n, and
(3.13)
n j ) ∈ {0, 1} n j , and σ ∈ S n j , write σ r
is a natural bijective correspondence. Also, the stabilizer S r ( j)
In particular,
Now, each P-sphere S P (r ) is a disjoint union of fragments. In fact,
for j = 1 and r (1) ∈ {0, 1} n 1 /S n 1 , and
for j = 2, . . . , t and 0
MacWilliams-type identity for fragment enumerator
The fragment enumerator F(C, P|Z ) for the linear code C on the poset P is defined as the linear polynomial
Also, the fragment enumerator F(C,P|Z ) for C on the dual posetP of P is given by:
Note here that the number of variables in both F(C, P|Z ) and F(C,P|Z ) is the common number
which is also the number of orbits, fragments, under the action of H on F q n (cf. Proposition 3.4(1)).
We order the variables appearing in (4.1) in the following manner. First, order z
r (1) (r (1) ∈ {0, 1} n 1 ) in the increasing order of support size |Supp(r (1) )| and, within the r (1) 's with the same support size, in that of the number r (1) , when viewing it as the binary expansion of a nonnegative integer. And then we order z (2) r (2) (0 (2) = r (2) ∈ {0, 1} n 2 ) in the same manner as the j = 1 case, and so on. Then the Z appearing in F(C, P|Z ) denotes
For example, if n = 7, t = 3, n 1 = n 3 = 2, and n 2 = 3,
10 z
(1)
Similarly, the Z appearing in F(C,P|Z ) denotes
). The one corresponding to (4.5) is now
One is referred to (2.4), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8) for the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.1.
Here r ( j) * = 1
Proof.ĉ
where the sum is over all s ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j with Supp(s ( j) ) ⊆ Supp(r (( j)) ).
with s ( j) running over the same set. The result follows from Möbius inversion formula (2.6) in view of the bijective correspondence
where the sum is over all s ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j with Supp(s ( j) ) ⊇ Supp(r ( j) * ).
Proof. By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2,
Now, replacing s ( j) by s ( j) * gives the result.
We introduce the functions g P (u|Z ) and gP(u|Z ) respectively given by
Inserting auxiliary variables z
0 (t) , and then using (4.8) and replacing r ( j) by r ( j) * , the Fourier transform of g P (u|Z ) in (4.9) iŝ
Observe now that
In view of this observation, from (4.11) we havê
To proceed further, we must make an appropriate linear change of variables, which is an important point in our derivation of MacWilliams-type identity for the fragment enumerator. Still using the auxiliary variables z
, the suitable linear change of variables is as follows:
for j = 1, . . . , t − 1 and
From (4.15) and (3.11),
We now get rid of the auxiliary variables z
0 (t) from (4.14) by using (4.16). Then we have :
For j = 1, . . . , t and
We just saw that (4.14) and (4.15) imply (4.17) and (4.18). Conversely, from (4.17) and (4.18) we get (4.14) and (4.15) if we introduce z We now divide the first double sum in (4.13) as
and then use the linear equations in (4.14) and (4.15). Then we see that
Using (4.12) and Lemma 4.2, the first triple sum in (4.19) can be written as
Also, using (3.10)-(3.12) we see that all the sums in (4.19) other than the first triple sum add up to give
Adding up (4.20) and (4.21), we finally obtain
The discrete Poisson summation formula in (2.5) now yields 4.3) ). Further, A (resp. B) is an upper (resp. lower) block matrix with invertible diagonal blocks of sizes 2 n 1 − 1, 2 n 2 − 1, . . . , 2 n t−1 − 1, 2 n t . In any event, both A and B are invertible matrices. Actually, we will be able to determine explicitly the matrices Θ, Θ s. (2) Likewise, one can get
for some invertible matrix Θ . Θ is uniquely determined by the following set of linear equations:
These two sets of equations are obtained by getting rid of the auxiliary variables z
from the following sets of linear equations: For j = 1, . . . , t and s ( j) = 0 ( j) , or j = 1 and
for j = 2, . . . , t and
Here we putẐ as the Z in (4.4) with hats on it, i.e.,
(1) 0···01Ẑ
Theorem 4.5. Let C be a linear code of length n = n 1 + · · · + n t over F q on the poset P = n 1 1 · · · n t 1 (cf. (2.2) ). Then the fragment enumerators F(C, P|Z ) and F(C,P|Z ) (cf. (4.1) and (4.2)) are related by:
Here Z is as in (4.4), and Θ is the invertible matrix of size m (cf. (4.3)) uniquely determined from (4.17) and (4.18) by solving them in the form Z = Θ Z (cf. (4.6)).
Explicit linear change of variables
Lemma 5.1. For any j = 1, . . . , t, r ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j , and a subset M ⊆ [n j ],
The equations in (4.14) and (4.15) can be rewritten as
where Case (a) for j = 1, . . . , t and s ( j) = 0 ( j) , or j = t and
Case (b) for j = 1, . . . , t − 1 and
The Möbius inversion in (2.7) gives
In Case (a), from (5.2) and (5.4) we have
where the inner sum in (5.6) equals
r ( j) * . One now easily sees that
and
Substituting (5.8) and (5.9) into (5.7), and then replacing r ( j) by r ( j) * , we get
Here we note that the double sum in (5.11) equals the expression on the RHS of (5.10) with
0 ( j) and dividing both sides by |V P (1 ( j) )| = q j l=1 n l in the above expression, we obtain:
We must get rid of the auxiliary variables z 
Replacing the term corresponding to r ( j) = 0 ( j) in the RHS of (5.10) by (5.13), and then changing j to i, s (i) to q (i) , and k to j, we finally get:
For i = 1, . . . , t and q (i) = 0 (i) or i = t and q (t) = 0 (t) , .4) and (4.6)), i.e., for i = 1, . . . , t and q (i) = 0
We emphasize here that this means the rows (resp. columns) of Θ are indexed just like Z (resp. Z ). Then (5.14) is the same as the following theorem. Then θ q (i) ,r ( j) = 0, for j > i and r
. Then, starting from (4.26) and (4.27), and proceeding just as in the above, one shows the following: For j = 1, . . . , t and r ( j) = 0 ( j) , or j = 1 and Then θ r ( j) ,q (i) = 0, for j > i and q
6. MacWilliams-type identity for sphere enumerator Let C be a linear code on P or onP. { f P,r ( j) (C)} (cf. (4.1)), for 1 ≤ j ≤ t and r ( j) = 0 ( j) , and r (1) = 0 (1) (resp. { fP ,q (i) (C)} (cf. (4.2)), for 1 ≤ i ≤ t and q (i) = 0 (i) , and q (t) = 0 (t) ) will be called the fragment distribution for C on P (resp. for C onP). The next theorem follows from (4.29) by comparing coefficients after making the linear change of variables in (5.15) (cf. (4.1) and (4.2)).
Theorem 6.1. The fragment distributions { f P,r ( j) (C ⊥ )} for C ⊥ on P and { fP ,q (i) (C)} for C oň P are related by:
In other words,
Here Θ = (θ q (i) ,r ( j) ) is the invertible matrix whose entries are given by (5.16)-(5.19), and the components of the vector (· · · f P,r ( j) (C ⊥ ) · · ·) (resp. (· · · fP ,q (i) (C) · · ·)) are ordered just like those in Z (cf. (4.4) ) (resp. in Z (cf. (4.6))).
Remark 6.2. In a similar manner, one shows
Again, let C be a linear code on P or onP. Then, for j = 1, . . . , t and r ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j /S n j , we define
(cf. (3.13) ). Alternative expressions of them are
(cf. (3.16), (3.17) and (2.1)). Here {S P,r ( j) (C)}, for 1 ≤ j ≤ t and 0
= r ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j /S n j , and r (1) = 0 (1) (resp. {SP ,q (i) (C)}, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t and 0
will be called the sphere distribution for C on P (resp. for C onP). For each j, we identify {0, 1} n j /S n j with {(0, 0, . . . , 0), (0, . . . , 0, 1), (0, . . . , 1, 1), . . . , (1, 1, . . . , 1)} (cf. (3.14) ), and put
Then the sphere enumerators S(C, P|Z ) for C on P and S(C,P|Z ) for C onP are respectively defined by
10)
Note here that the number of variables in both S(C, P|Z ) and S(C,P|Z ) is n + 1, which is also the number of orbits, P-spheres, under the action of G on F q n (cf. Proposition 3.4(2)). Put, for any q (i) ∈ {0, 1} n i and r ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j ,
Then, from (6.1), we see that, for 1 ≤ j ≤ t and 0
(cf. (6.6)). Clearly,
However, it is not immediate to see that
This will be evident once we derive an explicit expression forθ q (i) ,r ( j) below (cf. (6.27)-(6.30)). Assume (6.15) holds for the moment. Then we obtain the next theorem from (6.13).
Theorem 6.3. The sphere distributions {S P,r ( j) (C ⊥ )} for C ⊥ on P and {SP ,q (i) (C)} for C onP are related by:
) is the invertible matrix whose entries are given by (6.27)-(6.30), and the components of the vector (· · · S P,r ( j) (C ⊥ ) · · ·) (resp. (· · · SP ,q (i) (C) · · ·) are ordered just like those inZ (cf. (6.8)) (resp. inZ (cf. (6.9))).
We emphasize here that this says the rows (resp. columns) ofΘ are indexed just likeZ (resp.Z ). 19) ) first by adding those columns with the same support size |Supp(r ( j) )| of r ( j) for each j ("column shrinking") (cf. (6.12)) and then by selecting one row each from those rows with the same support size of q (i) for each i ("row selection") (cf. (6.15)).
(2) Likewise, one obtains 24) ), just asΘ is obtained from Θ.
(3) Θ Θ = q n 1 m (cf. (4.3) ),Θ Θ = q n 1 n+1 . The first of these follows from (6.2) and (6.3) (equivalently from (4.23) and (4.29)), while the second from (6.17) and (6.18) (equivalently from (6. 19) and (6.20) ).
In view of its importance, we rewrite Theorem 6.3 as a statement about sphere enumerators.
Theorem 6.5. Let C be a linear code of length n = n 1 + · · · + n t over F q on the poset P = n 1 1 · · · n t 1 (cf. (2.2) ). Then the sphere enumerators S(C, P|Z ) and S(C,P|Z ) (cf. (6.10) and (6.11)) are related by:
HereZ is as in (6.8), andΘ = (θ q (i) ,r ( j) ) is the invertible matrix of size n + 1 whose entries are given by (6.27)-(6.30).
Remark 6.6. In addition, (6.18) is equivalent to
whereZ is as in (6.9), andΘ = (θ r ( j) ,q (i) ) is the matrix whose entries are given by (6.31)-(6.34).
Recall from [9, Chapter 5] that the Krawtchouk polynomials K i (x; n, q) are defined by
Lemma 6.7. For any j = 1, . . . , t, r ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j , and a subset M ⊆ [n j ],
Proof. Let |Supp(r ( j) )| = a, |M| = b. For each l with 0 ≤ l ≤ a, the number of σ ∈ S n j /S n j r ( j)
In order to find explicit expressions for the entries ofΘ, we first perform column shrinking (cf. Remarks 6.4(1)) on Θ. This amounts to replacing each z
in the following identity (cf. (5.14) and (5.15)):
Replacing each z
( j) and collecting terms in (6.24), we obtaiñ = q (i) ∈ {0, 1} n i /S n i , or i = t and q (t) = 0 (t) . Theñ θ q (i) ,r ( j) = 0, for j > i and 0
for j < i and 0 = r ( j) ∈ {0, 1} n j /S n j , or j = 1 and r (1) = 0 (1) . Theñ
for 0
(2) Let t = 1. Then we are in the situation of classical linear codes with Hamming weight. Let C be a linear code of length n over F q . Then, with the simplified notationZ = t (z
whereΘ is the Krawtchouk matrix with (i, j) entry given by K j (i; n, q) (0 ≤ i, j ≤ n) (cf. (6.27)-(6.30) and (6.21)), and
is a linearization of the classical Hamming weight enumerator
The identity (6.35) is equivalent to the classical MacWilliams identity
So (6.19) is a generalization of the linearized MacWilliams identity (6.35), and this is more appropriate than generalizing (6.36). Why is that? Suppose, delinearizing (6.10) by replacing each z
1 ) |Supp(r ( j) )| , that we defined the sphere enumerator for the linear code C on P as the polynomial in z
1 , which is given by S(C, P|z
(This is essentially the P-weight enumerator W (C, P|z 0 , z 1 ) in (2.1)). Similarly, we define S(C,P|z
1 ) (cf. (6.37)), one finds, using (6.27)-(6.30) and (6.22) , that it equals 1 |C| times S(C,P|z
This is not very nice unless t = 1, in which case it reduces to the classical MacWilliams identity (6.36).
Examples
In view of (6.6) and (6.7), in their transposed forms (6.17) and (6.18) can be respectively written as:
Here the rows(resp. columns) of tΘ are indexed just likeZ (resp.Z ), and the other way round for tΘ (cf. (6.8) and (6.9)).
First example
Let C be the binary [7, 3, 4] dual Hamming code whose codewords are 00|000|00, 10|101|01, 01|100|11, 00|011|11, 11|001|10, 10|110|10, 01|111|00, 11|010|01.
Then its dual C ⊥ is the binary [7, 4, 3] Hamming code whose codewords are 00|000|00, 11|100|00, 10|011|00, 01|010|10, 11|010|01, 01|111|00, 10|110|10, 00|110|01, 11|001|10, 01|001|01, 10|000|11, 00|011|11, 01|100|11, 10|101|01, 00|101|10, 11|111|11.
View C ⊥ as a linear code on the poset P = 21 31 21 (i.e., t = 3, n 1 = n 3 = 2, n 2 = 3), and C as that on the posetP. Then, directly from the above lists, the P-weight distribution of C ⊥ is 0 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 8 7 4 (this means that, in C ⊥ , there are one codeword of P-weight 0, 3, 4, 5 each, eight codewords of P-weight 6, four codewords of P-weight 7, and no other codewords). Also, theP-weight distribution of C is 0 1 4 1 6 4 7 2 . From the first of (7.1) and (6.27)-(6.30) with q = 2, t = 3, n 1 = n 3 = 2, n 2 = 3, we get the following matrix identity, which is seen to be correct. 
Second example
As another example, we consider the [6, 3, 4] 4 hexacode C whose codewords consist of all w00w|1w, wwww|ww, ww11|w w, w ww w|00, ww01|10, w1w0|w0, w01w|w0, ww10|01, w www|11, w00w|w1, w1w1|w1, w10w|0w, w0w0|1w, w w11|ww, wwww|ww, w0w1|0w, w11w|1w, wwww|ww, w w00|w w.
A generator matrix G for C and a generator matrix H for C ⊥ (i.e., a parity check matrix for C) are Let σ : F 4 → F 4 be the non-identity Galois automorphism (sending w → w and w → w), and let, for u = u 1 u 2 u 3 u 4 u 5 u 6 ∈ F 6 4 ,
Note that H is obtained from G by applying σ to the entries of G. This means that
In particular, this says that the P-weight distribution of C ⊥ and that of C are the same. Here P = 41 ⊕ 21. From the above list and with this observation in mind, we see that theP-weight distribution of C is 0 1 4 18 5 24 6 21 , and that the P-weight distribution of C ⊥ is 0 1 4 3 5 24 6 36 . Now, from the second of (7.1) and (6.31)-(6.34) with q = 4, t = 2, n 1 = 4, n 2 = 2 we obtain the following matrix identity, which is seen to be correct. 
Some remarks in connection with previous results
Let λ be a nontrivial additive character of F q , S ⊆ F q n . Then, for a linear code C of length n over In particular, choosing S to be either F P (r ( j) ) or S P ( j−1 l=1 n l + |Supp(r ( j) )|), we have: Let C be a linear code of length n over F q . As we did in [5] , it is convenient to put Q i (C; n, q) = 2) ), which is just (6.16) for t = 1 and is equivalent to the MacWilliams identity (6.36).
The following corollary was obtained in [5] by using the identity in (8.4). Alternatively, it can be derived from (8.5) by exploiting (6.6), (6.23) and (8.7). 
